NIT No.- BUIDCo/ Gathan/28/12/73 dated 14th September 2016
S. No.
Points of clarification
What do you mean by registered entity?
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Reply
An entity who is registered into any
regulatory Body.
Is number of CA/ACA as applicable to a C.A. firm apply to Yes, 10 directors, 5 FCA and 20 CA are
the entity also. In means in the registered entities also, applicable in case of company.
number of C.A. should be 10 directors and 20 CA
employees. Please clarify
As per the team required at the office, 1FCA, 2ACA and 8 clause No.- 2.4.1 is related with company
CA inter are required on full time basis per month for 36 strength while 1FCA, 2ACA and 8 Ca Inter
months.
required for this project only.
But as per minimum eligibility criteria as mentioned in para
no.- 2.4.1, 10 partners, 5 FCA and 20 CA are required.
We request the authority to reconsider the minimum
eligibility criteria to balance the same along with the
requirement which is comparatively 1/8th of the minimum
eligibility criteria. Accordingly marking scheme is requested
to be maended.
As per marking schemes, 10 marks have been alloted for Yes, Registered entity or firm can apply for
accounting experience of 5 Public sector undertakings and the same although no marks will be alloted
5 marks for atleast one project of 1 crore in the for this condition.
Infrastruture sector.
So does it means which do not have accounting experience
and 1 crore project can apply for this assignment though no
marks will be given for the same as mentioned in the
marking scheme. Please clarify
whether C.V. require for all accountants as per RFP?
Yes C.V. required for all Accountants
Whether accountants are required in field or head querter? Accountants are deployed as per
management Instructions.
Software and hardware will be provided by the BUIDCo
Point Given in the clause 2.7 of RFP
documents.

Sd/Managing Director
BUIDCo, Patna

